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seed values 

Fibonacci Sequence 
Generator 



Write some code that will generate a string 
of integers, starting at 1 and going up to 
100, all separated by commas.  
 
Substitute any integer which is divisible by 
3 with “Fizz”, and any integer which is 
divisible by 5 with “Buzz”, and any integer 
divisible by 3 and 5 with “FizzBuzz” 

 
1,2,Fizz,4,Buzz,Fizz,7,8,Fizz,Buzz,11,Fizz,13,14,FizzBuzz… etc 

FizzBuzz 



Perform Fibonacci Generator or FizzBuzz 
without breaking ANY of these rules: 
 
1. Start by writing a failing test 
2. Write the simplest code to pass the test 
3. Refactor to remove any duplication 
4. Write the assertion first and work 

backwards 
5. Run the test to see the assertion fail 
6. Don’t refactor with failing tests 
7. Write meaningful tests 
8. Keep your test and model code 

separate 
9. Organise your test code to make it easy 

to find 
10. Isolate your tests so they can pass when 

run in any order 
11. Triangulate interesting behaviour 
12. Write tests that only have one reason to 

fail 

By the Book 



Break ALL these rules in the fewest number 
of passing tests: 
 
1. Start by writing a failing test 
2. Write the simplest code to pass the test 
3. Refactor to remove any duplication 
4. Write the assertion first and work 

backwards 
5. Run the test to see the assertion fail 
6. Don’t refactor with failing tests 
7. Write meaningful tests 
8. Keep your test and model code 

separate 
9. Organise your test code to make it easy 

to find 
10. Isolate your tests so they can pass when 

run in any order 
11. Triangulate interesting behaviour 
12. Write tests that only have one reason to 

fail 

From Hell 

http://images2.layoutsparks.com/1/159785/little-devil-brilliant-opening-31000.jpg


Perform Fibonacci Generator or FizzBuzz, 
writing the code to pass the tests INSIDE 
the tests, and discover the design entirely 
through refactoring 
 
(first run by Keith Braithwaite at Software 
Craftsmanship 2009) 

As If You Meant It 


